CS418/518 Milestone 2 Grade Sheet

student: ____________________

Message Reactions (5)

___/1 Posters should be able to reply directly to posts instead of simply posting to the open forum of a channel
___/1 Replies to posts should be grouped with their root post and other replies
___/1 Users can create channels
___/1 Users can invite members to channels
___/1 Users can make private channels

Thread Management (5)

___/1 Posters should be able to reply directly to posts (creating a sub-thread) instead of simply posting to the open forum of a channel
___/1 Replies to posts should be grouped – in some intuitive way (e.g., indented) – with their root post and other replies
___/1 Users can create channels
___/1 Users can invite members to channels
___/1 Users can make private channels (i.e., invitation by owner, only)

User Profiles (5)

___/1 An interface must be provided to allow a user to upload a profile picture (avatar).
___/1 A user’s avatar should be displayed alongside all posts by the user.
___/2 Create a PROFILE PAGE that uses PHP query parameters to build the page’s contents and display the user’s username, avatar, and channel membership.
___/1 Provide an HTML form for new users to register for your website by providing a username, email, and password. When a username or email is provided for registration that already exists in your database, reject the rejections and ask the user to select another.

Brief Project Writeup

___/3 Submitted on demo day - How is each requirement met, design decisions, programming tricks, helpful resources consulted

Website Usability

___/3 How easy is the site to use?

Website Aesthetics

___/2 How nice does the site look?

Midway Status Report

___/2 3-4 min presentation on assignment progress

MILESTONE 2 GRADE: ____/25